
Welcome to the March issue of digital Golf Range Magazine!

Inside the March issue, you will find the following features:

• Range Operations: Who’s Minding the Range? (Most Likely, It’s a Team
Effort) – As range revenue grows, the “welcome center” function becomes
more important.

• Video File- Lou Guzzi: Teaching Aids You Might Call “Convincing Aids.”

• Range Profile: Royce Brook: Building Golfer Skills to Boost Engagement –
As one New Jersey improvement mecca shows, golfers who play better
are likely to play more often and spend more money.

• Academy Strategies: For Uphill, Downhill and Sidehill Shots, a Practice
Platform – Amid the thousand-plus details and decisions his new golf
academy required, Mike Bender found time to craft an uneven-lie station
his students now flock to.

• Instruction Classic: Get Students to Align the Spine – A good spine set-
up helps students make a healthy swing.

Keep it fun and thanks for supporting the GRAA.

Best Regards, 

Rick Summers
CEO & Publisher, GRAA
610-745-0862
rsummers@golfrange.org
Golf Ranges: Where the Fun Starts

mailto:rsummers@golfrange.org
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One Size Doesn’t Fit All

I t’s a common refrain from anyone who has been in the business of golf for
more than a few years that the game has changed.  Technology has changed

the way the game is played, demographic shifts have changed who’s playing
and where they like to play, and the economy has impacted the price people
are willing to pay for a golf experience.

From what I see, the biggest change successful golf facilities and ranges are
embracing is the realization that their customers—like all consumers in every
industry—expect more flexibility, more options and more customization from
their golf experience.

The days of one-size-fits all business models are behind us.  An excellent
example of a facility that is making the move to offer myriad ways to play, practice
and enjoy the game is Royce Brook Golf Club in Hillsborough, N.J., which is
profiled starting on page 26 of this issue of Golf Range Magazine.  Royce Brook
has the good fortune of having two 18-hole courses, one private and one public.
But it also offers a wide array of practice and instruction options for golfers at
its range facility. 

Utilizing a 24-acre practice facility with multiple putting greens and a short
game area, along with a full-service Academy of Golf Instruction with full-time
teachers, Royce Brook offers experiences that run the gamut from a traditional
$5 bucket of balls to a $3,000 unlimited game improvement package that
includes private lessons, on-course instruction, video analysis, clubfitting and
practice sessions.  In between those two options are dozens of other price points
and experiences for golfers of all skill levels, including juniors, women and
novice players.

In fast-food marketing terms, Royce Brook and other facilities like it 
are encouraging its range customers to have it their way.  The goal is to offer
enough options to let the golfer enjoy the range experience in the way that
makes them most likely to enjoy their time at the facility, whether that means
banging a quick bucket of balls after work or spending hours at the course 
practicing and playing.

Are you using your range as a way to offer your customers the option to cus-
tomize their golf experience?  If so, that could be a choice that adds both to your
bottom line and your customers’ enjoyment of the game.

Rick Summers
CEO & Publisher, GRAA
610-745-0862
rsummers@golfrange.org
Golf Ranges: Where the Fun Starts

http://ANGE.ORG
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Starting in the Chicago suburbs
and originally known as EJL Golf, the
six-location Club Champion fitting
boutique has expanded to new mar-
kets in Atlanta, Houston and Philadel-
phia.  A similar operation – in terms of
the expertise and machinery it touts to
consumers – is Pure Performance
Golf Labs.  If anything, Pure Perform-
ance may be winning the technology
“arms race” against Club Champion,
and also against a shopping-center stal-
wart like GolfTEC.  Keeping a focus
on teaching, coaching and practice,
GolfTEC tends to back-burner the
gear aspect of its operation.

Either way, the off-course fitting
studio concept makes basic sense,
given current technology and even
social media.  Connecting through
websites like Golfwrx.com, Hacker’s

Paradise and GearEffectGolf.com, an
unseen swarm of “gearhead” golfers
provides the buzz that new fitting
enterprises draw momentum from.
Even more relevant to this business
model is all the data and feedback that
can be gathered by a fitting pro indoors
– whether or not the indoor session is
enough to base major decisions on.

As you think about what’s needed in
order to keep equipment-savvy golfers
on your range for their fitting sessions,
a dose of baseline research is available
to study.  It comes from our most in-
depth GRAA survey of frequent range
users – the kind of golfers who, by
rights, would consider themselves
decent candidates for highest-tech
clubfitting.  In their survey answers, we
saw a mindset that is open to game-
improvement extras but undecided as

to which is most valuable.
Asked to rate the importance of sev-

eral gear-oriented services, survey-
takers provided answers that would be
mildly frustrating to anyone hoping
for magic bullet-type answers.  On a
scale of 5 (Very important) down to 1
(Not important) they were assessing
the presence of: PGA Professionals on
staff or on-site; Clubfitting services;
Opportunity to demo or purchase
clubs; Launch monitor or electronic
swing analysis; and, Club repair serv-
ices.  There were top scores given out
in fairly uniform fashion to these hypo-
thetical services – other than “PGA
Professional on-site,” which earned
highest-priority marks from 21 per-
cent.  The other four services earned
that rating from between 16 and 18
percent of respondents.

Taking a look at bottom-priority
evaluations--marked by a score of 1,
there is almost a mirror effect.  The five
services were given a lowest-rele-
vance designation by segments rang-
ing from 14 to 17 percent of the survey
group.  In between, at the relevance
ranking of 4, 3 and 2, again there was
considerable uniformity of answers.
In part this may be explained by self-
identification answers respondents
gave – answers that showed the group
to be self-sufficient in the sense of
practicing diligently but not inclined
to take many lessons.

What you can take away from this
part of the report is a story of potential:
A full 48 percent said it was Important
or Very Important that the range they
patronize offer “the ability to demo or
purchase clubs.” In order to take the
next step, and get some new gear in
their hands for possible purchase,
these golfers perhaps need the techno-
sizzle that is spreading through the
marketplace in new and traditional
ways.  ■

R A N G E R E S E A R C H
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Numbers Hint at Value of Gear-Fitting Services
Survey answers show frequent range users feel general enthusiasm for tech
clubfitting – but most need encouragement to get active.  BY DAVID GOULD

A s you proceed along, managing your greengrass practice

center, it may be time for a glance over the fence.  In its

early stages is a competing tier of golf studio-style installations,

dedicated to clubfitting and game-improvement through gear

upgrades.  Found at off-course locations in high-traffic areas, these

studios may spread rapidly or they may remain an afterthought.

Once they try it, avid golfers tend to dive deep into tech evaluations of their equipment
needs – as happened during a recent Demo Day event at Royal Links Golf Club in Las Vegas.
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W E A T H E R I M P A C T

In cooperation with Pellucid Corp, a
leading industry insight and information

provider, each month Golf Range
Magazine will present research which
demonstrates how the weather has
impacted the number of “Golf Playable
Hours” in multiple regions of the country.
While ranges may be somewhat less
influenced by the weather than golf
courses, the above information should still

provide a performance metric worthy of
review.  This map shows the percentage
increase or decrease for the month 
shown vs. the comparable month from a
year ago followed by the year-to-date
results from January through the current
month reported.

For more information about Pellucid
Corp and how the data was compiled, visit
Pellucidcorp.com.

W E A T H E R  I M P A C T  A N A L Y S I S

http://Pellucidcorp.com
http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG
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Teaching Aids You Might Call “Convincing Aids”
As he shows a student how to swing, Lou Guzzi also gives him evidence that the
instruction will work—meanwhile putting that student at ease with a comforting
studio environment.

K nown for his direct style of discussing the golf swing,

Lou Guzzi comes across particularly well in short

video presentations.  Speaking to viewers from the reassuring

confines of a teaching studio he calls “Lou’s Lab,” the two-time

Philadelphia PGA Teacher of the Year reveals some of his go-to

methods for getting his students in a positive, enthusiastic mood

for lessons and practice.  As a teaching professional, Guzzi

possesses the credibility factors that come with awards and 

high visibility.  Still, he is always looking for ways to boost that

credibility and increase the comfort factor.  In this video loop,

you’ll see a learning environment and a series of teaching-

training aids that golfers see as convincing evidence of their

instructor’s skill and dedication. ■

http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG




The historic Dodgertown in Vero Beach, Fla.,
has seen baseballs flying through the air since
1953, when the Brooklyn (soon to be Los
Angeles) Dodgers first began using the
location for spring training workouts.  Long
drives may become as frequent as home runs
soon, as officials are attempting to convince
the municipality to allow them to build a
driving range at the site which used to house
Dodgertown Golf Course.  The city paid about
$9.9 million for 37 acres of the former nine-
hole golf course in 2005 and leased another
9.1 acres from the county.  For the last seven
years, the property has been vacant and was
reduced in size by 2.5 acres when the city and
county completed a swap of land to allow for
the construction of four youth baseball fields
for the Vero Beach Sports Village.…  Decorated
Olympic swimmer Michael Phelps debuted
on Golf Channel’s “The Haney Project” last
month, as the renowned golf instructor is
helping Phelps to stay out of the water.  Past
seasons of the “The Haney Project” have
featured celebrities such as Charles Barkley,
Ray Romano, Adam Levine, Angie Everhart,
Sugar Ray Leonard and Mario Batali.  The
show airs on Monday nights at 9 p.m. EST.…

Idaho State University football player Dane
Simmons began playing golf shortly after
graduating and finishing his football career in
2006.  The 28-year-old is now seeking to open
an indoor golf practice facility to help himself
and other Idahoans enjoy the game of golf
during the region’s frigid winters.  He plans to
create a golfing paradise called Parfive Indoor
Golf Lounge (www.parfiveindoorgolf.com)

that would not only provide golf enthusiasts
with a chance to sharpen their skills but a
place to socialize, as well.  At this stage,
Simmons (inset above) is gauging
community support for his plans.  The
California-bred wide receiver turned
entrepreneur envisions an indoor facility
with food and beverages, a lounge, a small
pro shop and multiple high-definition
simulators.…  Patrons of a pick-your-own
blueberry farm have been picking up range
balls instead, as errant shots from the nearby
Timberland Golf Course driving range
have been finding their way into the berry

pastures.  Three years ago, the town of Berlin,
Conn., tried to resolve the errant golf ball
complaint by buying special range balls that
travel 25 percent less than regular balls and
limiting patrons to the use of irons.  While
that prevented balls from traveling into
residential areas, property owners are still
concerned that stray shots will damage the
farmland.…  Rockers are accustomed to
hurling things off the stage, most notably
themselves as they catapult into the awaiting
arms of fans and pursue gnarly crowd surfs.
However, fans attending a New Year’s Eve
concert at Madison Square Garden were hit

with unexpected projectiles as Phish turned
the stage into a driving range, launching
squishy golf balls into the crowd.  Who said
golf and rock & roll don’t mix?  ■

G O L F  R A N G E  N E W S
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A Wide Range of News
Keeping you up to speed on trends in the golf practice-and-learning sector

By now, you’ve surely heard of TopGolf, the fully digitized driving range complete with
casual food and drinks amid an ever-upbeat environment.  It’s a place to gather with
friends and pound golf balls embedded with microchips that will track each shot’s
accuracy and distance while awarding you points for hitting targets on the outfield.  The
company is set to open its ninth worldwide location this April in Austin, Texas.  The three-
level facility will feature climate-controlled hitting bays, 2,900 square feet of event space,
an extensive food and beverage menu crafted by a celebrity chef, and hundreds of high-
definition flat-screen TVs.  “We at TopGolf are eagerly awaiting the grand opening in
Austin,” says Austin general manager Brad Spofford.  “We’ve made sure to add some fun
Austin touches to the facility, like our orange Longhorn golf ball picker that will roam the
outfield.” The company’s aggressive growth plans continue apace—approval to build a
TopGolf facility in Alpharetta, Ga., was granted on Feb. 18.

http://www.parfiveindoorgolf.com
http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG




Redouble Range Ball Profits 
with Sponsorships

As the 2012 PGA Merchandiser of the
Year for public facilities, Dale Smigel-
sky is more than familiar with how to
make strong margins on the product
he brings into his golf shop.  But the 19-
year PGA Professional has found a way
to turn big margins on the products he
sells outside of the shop as well.

Over the last eight years, Smigelsky
has been implementing a strategy that
allows him to turn a tremendous profit
on his range balls.  Each year, Smigel-
sky brings in about 2,000 dozen new
balls for the range at Collindale Golf
Club in Fort Collins, Colo., where he
also operates a successful golf acade-
my and a booming clubfitting business.
To help alleviate the annual cost of buy-
ing new range balls, he sells a sponsor-
ship to a local company, which gets its
logo imprinted on the side of every
range ball in the Collindale arsenal.

“It might seem cost-prohibitive to
have new balls each year, but it’s a mat-
ter of pride for me to always have the
best driving range conditions because
it reflects on me, our golf academy and
Collindale Golf Club,” says Smigelsky.
“A big part of that condition is having
new, quality range balls year after year.
If you can have a large portion paid for
by a sponsor, then it’s definitely a win-
win-win.”

Smigelsky’s current sponsorship
covers about 70 percent of his cost,
although the sponsorship price has
fluctuated in years past depending on
the partner.

“We are a public course, and this
works the best for our type of facility,
but I could see this working in a resort

T R A F F I C B U I L D E R S
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Public, Private or Resort –
The Range Brings Business
The range is an important piece of the golf operations puzzle, regardless of facility
type.  It can be a partnership marketing tool, a gear-selling machine or a way for
members to hone specific skills.  By Tony Starks

B efore you play 18, you certainly would like a chance to

warm up at a high-quality practice range.  That’s why it

makes sense to configure a golf property so that its range–the tee

line in particular–can be seen by arriving golfers.  One of the facil-

ities below has that advantage, but all three of them display their

own version of range-centric golf operations.  By that we mean,

they don’t consider their practice complex an afterthought or a

sidelight–quite the opposite.  The brief case studies below repre-

sent three distinctly different golf facilities–one public, one resort

and one private.  Each has taken a tack toward making their ranges

a bigger part of the business model.

When you sell the space on your
practice balls for a sponsor’s logo,
that’s found income heading straight
for your bottom line.

When you sell the space on your
practice balls for a sponsor’s logo,
that’s found income heading straight
for your bottom line.

http://ANGE.ORG


Now it’s even easier to order with …

SHORT GAME
TARGET SYSTEM

 |   |  www.standardgolf.com1-866-743-9773

Set up a short game practice range overnight without 
incurring large expenses or adding extra acres.

 Ideal for individual lessons, group lessons, special events.

 Quick, easy set up; unique economical solution.

 Adjustable hoop-style targets expand from 4 to 7 feet (1.2 m x 2.1 m) in diameter. 

 Heavy-duty polyethylene distance markers come in 10-yard increments.

 Versatile and expandable.  And simple to set up.  

BOOST YOUR INCOME AND REPUTATION 

AS A SHORT GAME SPECIALIST! 

http://www.standardgolf.com


setting as well.  No matter what your
situation, take the time to determine
who might be interested in partnering
with you on your range ball purchas-
es,” he says.  “No matter what type of
facility you’re at or what your opera-
tional expenses are, you’ve increased
your bottom line by whatever amount
you can sell the sponsorship for.”

Fitters to Your Post

PGA Professionals at many facilities
claim that having all of their clubfitting
carts out at the range, in full visibility to
all passers-by, helps boost sales.  To boost
sales exponentially, station a professional
clubfitter on your range to offer free 
fittings.  This way, golfers know they 
can go over and ask questions, which is
the first step in making a sale.  And it’s a
common sentiment that once a person
gets fitted for clubs, he or she is much
more likely to buy them right on the spot
having seen and felt the improvement
in their swing and in ball flight.

“We are fortunate to have a full-
time clubfitter from Golf Fitting Stu-
dios onsite, and the majority of our
marketing is geared toward booking
fittings,” says Colin Gooch, PGA Head
Professional at Marriott Shadow Ridge
Golf Club, a resort facility in Palm
Desert, Calif.  “Custom fitting using
state-of-the-art technology is in high
demand and delivers a 90-percent sell-
ing rate (at our facility).  That’s why it’s
important for us to have our fitting

carts and launch monitors out on the
range with our clubfitter in order to
promote our fitting business.”

Gooch also utilizes social media, 
e-marketing as well as his onsite com-
munications to promote both hard-
goods and softgoods sales.

As we head into 2013, having your
fitter out on the range with the latest
and greatest driver offerings could
really boost sales.  All the new 2013
models feature adjustable lofts, so that
makes fitting all the easier–and more
interesting to the consumer.  Now one
driver can have up to 168 different
combinations of specs, depending on
the manufacturer.  All a fitter need do
is find that player the shaft that fits
them most reliably.  Next step is to
watch the faces of golfers as they can
adjust the loft from, say 8.5 degrees to
12.5 degrees.  As the ball flight moves
in the direction of what’s desired, cus-
tomer satisfaction increases and so
does the chance for higher revenues.

Creating a Practice Area that
Simulates On-Course Scoring Shots

Hit ‘em with the range right as they
arrive.  That’s the tactic–intentional or
not–built into the master plan of pri-
vate Metedeconk National Golf Club
in Jackson, N.J.  The practice area alto-
gether is 50 acres in size, consisting of
multiple driving range locations, an
uneven lies area, a short game area and
a putting green.  Recent renovations

have made the practice facilities a
golfer’s paradise.

“Because I wanted to simulate actual
golf play for our members, we decided
to add our short game area,” says John
Rutecki, the facility’s PGA Head Profes-
sional.  “First, we modified one of the
three target greens to allow for multiple
chipping stations, all with various
options to help simulate missing a green
on the golf course.  This helps with the
player’s understanding of different
slopes and lies while chipping.”

The next step was to use custom
yardage tents on the short game area
to mark different distances for chip-
ping.  These little tents get strategical-
ly positioned on the turf and stand out
when people are using this area.  They
have a stencil that displays the yardage
mark and it flashes so that everyone
can see this easily.  It’s something
unique because most facilities don’t
offer markers at 40, 60, and 80 yards
out from the green.

The yardage tents have become an
attraction, and many members seem
to like to make a game out of hitting to
them while preparing for their round,
or just during their practice time.

“I think having the ability to prac-
tice certain shots really helps with play-
er development as well,” adds Rutecki.
“It certainly adds to our already
impressive practice facility and gives
players some food for thought while
working on their short game.”  ■
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Marriott Shadow Ridge Golf Club, a resort facility in Palm Desert,
Calif., puts extra energy into clubfitting and reaps the benefits
with a very high sales conversion rate for woods and irons.

http://ANGE.ORG




Last August, the Greg Norman
Champions Golf Academy opened a
9,500-square-foot training facility on
the back end of Barefoot’s range.  With
the academy’s students peppering 
the landing area with hundreds of
additional shots daily, general manager
Dave Genevro estimates that golfers
will strike approximately 5 million balls
annually on the range in the coming
years.  Although Barefoot’s range
functions largely as an amenity, with

green-fee-paying golfers receiving a
complimentary bucket before their
rounds, it nonetheless generates 3 to 5
percent of the golf operation’s annual
revenue, Genevro says.  But despite its
brisk traffic, the Barefoot range does
not have a full-time manager.

That’s not to say that the range
lacks management.  Working under
Genevro, PGA apprentice Andrew
Bailey devotes 10 percent to 15
percent of his time to managing the

range, a task that includes overseeing
12 part-time employees, most of them
retirees, Genevro says.  Bailey’s duties
also include scheduling the range for
picking, ensuring an adequate ball
supply and supervising the shuttle
service that transports golfers from
the clubhouse to the range.

With the economy still far from
robust, employing a manager devoted
exclusively to the range is a luxury 
that’s simply not feasible, Genevro
acknowledges.  “At times of the year 
it would be nice to have somebody 
over there full time, but we’ve done
everything we can to keep our
expenses down,” he says.

Although one would be hard-
pressed to find a full-time range
manager at most golf facilities, the level
of management resources allocated to
the range usually corresponds to the
range’s impact on a facility’s bottom
line.  “It depends on the level of use it
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Who’s Minding the Range?
(Most Likely, It’s a Team Effort)
As range revenue grows and the “welcome center” function becomes more important,
deciding whether to assign a full-time manager becomes a question to grapple with.  
BY MIKE CULLITY

R A N G E O P E R A T I O N S

Barefoot Resort is a large enough facility
to contemplate having a full-time range
manager, but the staffing budget wonÕt
allow it.

For pilgrims drawn to Myrtle Beach’s Barefoot Resort, the

facility’s 28-acre practice range is a bustling hub.  Each

spring the range hosts foursome upon foursome of Northerners

eager to work out winter kinks before testing their games on the

resort’s daily-fee Greg Norman, Davis Love III and Tom Fazio

courses.  And on summer evenings vacationing families often

swing away under the lights before or after visiting the pub inside

the adjacent headquarters building, which also houses a state-of-

the-art Callaway Performance Center for custom clubfitting.
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gets, and whether it’s a profit center or
just an amenity,” says Joe Dahlstrom,
chief operating officer of course
management company Paradigm
Golf Group.  “But I think that there
needs to be somebody responsible for
the range, because it is a big part of
either the guest experience or the
overall financial success of the club.”

At Paradigm-managed Desert
Pines Golf Club, an 18-hole daily-fee
facility in Las Vegas, the range plays a
significant financial role.  The two-
tiered, 56-stall facility tees up 
balls automatically and is climate
controlled, employing misters to cool
golfers in the summer and heaters to
warm them in the winter.  Attracted
by bells and whistles that make
Desert Pines the Bellagio of Vegas
ranges, golfers swat an average of
10,000 balls a day at the facility, which
generates 30 percent of the golf
operation’s annual revenue, general
manager Charles Fralix says.

To keep the range running
smoothly, Fralix has designated an
outside supervisor to manage range
and cart services.  On most days, the
supervisor oversees eight to 10 part-
time employees – most of them young,
aspiring golf professionals – who are
cross-trained in both areas, Fralix says.
In addition, Desert Pines’ cart
mechanic has been trained to
troubleshoot and repair the range’s
automatic ball-dispensing machines,
Fralix adds.  According to Dahlstrom,
about $60,000 of Desert Pines’ annual
labor costs are allocated to managing

and operating the range, which is
open from sunrise until 10:30 or 11
p.m., depending on the season.

Like Desert Pines, the practice
center at Forest Akers – the 36-hole
daily-fee facility on the campus of
Michigan State University – is busy
year-round, thanks to the 2009
opening of a 23-stall heated range
building, not to mention the use of a
snowmobile to groom and pick the
landing area during frigid East

Lansing winters.  The 20-acre facility
includes a three-acre grass tee for the
public, a 20,000-square-foot putting
green, an extensive short-game area
and two additional grass tees for the
instructional staff and Michigan State
golf teams.  The practice center
accounts for 10 percent to 12 percent
of the golf facility’s annual revenues,
says PGA general manager Steve
Ruthenberg.  Moreover, practice
center sales have increased by an
average of 18 percent annually since
2009, adds PGA operations manager
Bryan Harris.

Underscoring the practice center’s
importance was the 2012 Arthur Hills
redesign of the adjacent 18th hole 
on Forest Akers’ East Course.  “We
moved it further away from the range
to give us future room for expansion,”
Ruthenberg says.  “The golf ball
continues to fly further, so we wanted
to make sure the range accommodates
technology.”

One of two operations managers
under Ruthenberg, Harris manages the
practice center.  His responsibilities
include staffing – Harris oversees 
one full-time employee and about 50
part-time workers during the summer –
scheduling of picking and mowing,
managing ball inventory and super-
vising instructional and loyalty
programs.  “It’s 40 to 50 percent of 
what I do at the moment,” Harris says.

Because range managers at most
facilities typically wear other hats,
training and empowering part-time
range staff is crucial, Genevro says.
For example, with an employee who
drives the range picker on call daily,
Barefoot relies on other part-time
staffers to decide when the range
should be picked, based on levels of
activity and ball inventory.

“The guy who’s on call will phone or
email to see if he’s needed, and a lot of
times we allow an employee on site to
make that decision for us,” Genevro
says.  “Because the pro in charge is
multitasking, allowing competent
staff to make some decisions for you is
important.”  With a bit of innovation
along these lines, successful golf staffs
are taking group responsibility for the
practice center and, apparently,
managing just fine.  ■
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About $60,000 of Desert
Pines’ annual labor costs
are allocated to
managing and operating
the practice range.

Forest Akers golf course is a point of pride for Michigan State University students and alumni—
come winter its range balls get retrieved with a snowmobile-pulled picker.
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P U B L I C  R A N G E P R O F I L E

Royce Brook:Royce Brook:
Building Golfer Skills
to Boost Engagement
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Building Golfer Skills
to Boost Engagement
If you build it, they may come—they may not.  But as one New Jersey
improvement mecca shows, golfers who play better are likely
to play more often and spend more money.
BY JOHN TORSIELLO

http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG
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Divided into facilities that are member-only and
daily-fee, 36-hole Royce Brook has a glamour factor
that partly obscures the heavy effort that goes into
its profitable practice-and-instruction component.

http://ANGE.ORG


The crown jewel of the
Hillsborough, N.J. practice complex is
its Academy of Golf Instruction.
That’s where area golfers go for a
personalized curriculum, state-of-the-
art equipment and climate-controlled
classrooms.  It all combines to create
that true “academy feel” as a setting
for lectures, video review and chalk
talks.  The Academy’s target audience,
according to Joe Febonio, PGA Head
Golf Professional at the club, is wide.
It includes men, women, seniors,
juniors and young children, covering
their needs with an aggressive 
lineup of programs such as multi-day
schools, clinics, camps and individual
instruction plus custom clubfitting.

PGA Director of Instruction Anthony
Latham teams with Febonio to serve
this receptive customer base.

The Club markets its practice
facility and Golf Academy “very
differently” to members and public,
says Royce Brook General Manager
Dan Guinle.  “Members usually are
seeking a coaching relationship or 
are already accomplished golfers.  We
have season-long lesson packages and
short-term, spur of the Saturday
morning member clinics,” Guinle
explains.  Royce Brook GC has two 
18-hole golf courses, one private, the
other daily fee. Both of these Steve
Smyers layouts appeal to serious
players.  The lion’s share of Academy

revenues come from the public side,
according to Guinle.  “Public golfers
are aspiring to elevate their golf
experience, so they naturally look 
for ways to improve,” Guinle says.
“Lesson series, clinics, and any number
of combinations thereof are offered.
Our kids’ programs are off the charts
and are almost exclusively public.”

The club’s 24-acre practice facility
includes a double-ended tee that is
divided into private and public
sections.  Members hit from a bell-
curve tee line and some pound
hundreds of balls, says head
professional Febonio.  Members also
have a three-green, short-game area
that permits practice of shots from all
types of lies and scenarios.  There are
also practice putting greens to
accommodate the members and
public golfers.
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T he practice and teaching component at Royce Brook

Golf Club–and the first-rate infrastructure supporting

it–is a linchpin of the club’s success.  Together they are all about

keeping the members engaged, creating better golfers, bringing

new players into the fold and profiting by providing all this service

in superior fashion.

The two Steve Smyers-designed courses at
Royce Brook attract an avid following, but
practice and teaching are the quiet mainstays
of the club’s player development machine.
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Febonio says that the majority of
traffic to Royce Brook’s practice
facility stems from the club’s range
membership or Player Development
Program (PDP).  “We consider the
PDP market a feeder market for our
more robust programs–including
those for daily fee players,
membership, and the Academy.”  He
added that a remarkable 80 percent
of the Club’s members use the range,
25 percent take at least one lesson,
and 15 percent get involved in some
capacity with the Academy.

Royce Brook creates programs
that attempt to drive additional
spending per visit from PDP players,
such as retail sales, whether it be in
the Club’s pro shop, custom club
fitting operation, or bar and grille
specials.  Range membership data is
stored in the Club’s emailing system.
Because these individuals are regular
visitors to the club, management 
has found they enjoy having the
opportunity to take advantage of last-
minute tee-time specials the Club can
offer to fill up a slower part of the day.

Guinle says the dollars directly
generated by the range contribute
fairly modestly to the club’s annual
revenues.  “However,” he interjects,

“this is an example of the whole being
greater than the sum of the parts.”
Guinle describes the teaching and
practice area as “essential” to the
overall experience at Royce Brook.

“We use it as a laddered engagement
to move guests from a $5 bag of 
range balls to a $7,000 membership,
although it doesn’t happen overnight.
And we couldn’t sell a $100 green fee
as easily without a practice area.”

Royce Brook’s West Course slopes
at 142 maximum and Smyers is
known for building courses that are
challenging.  Guinle says the West
Course does indeed attract a high
percentage of skilled players.  “The
member handicap roster has a lot of
players with handicaps of 10 or
below.”  That said, it isn’t a given that
range use (including lessons and
Academy offerings) are accessed
more by skilled players.  “Not all the
good golfers hit a lot of balls.  But the
younger good golfers hit a ton of balls.
Among those who practice a lot, there
is a substantial amount of time
devoted to short-game work.”

The teaching staff at Royce Brook
is estimable.  Febonio spent five

seasons at the Essex County Club in
Manchester, Mass., six seasons at
Fiddler’s Elbow Country Club in
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“We use our practice
facility as a laddered
engagement to move
guests from a$5 bag
of range balls to a
$7,000 membership.”

—Dan Guinle
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Bedminster, N.J. and five winters at the
Boca Raton Resort in Florida.  Other
members of the teacher corps include
Anthony Latham, PGA Director of
Instruction, with 17 years in the
business of making golfers better.  He
is known as a standout teacher of ladies
and juniors–especially at the beginner
level.  Warren Raatz, along with 
his instruction career, has been
involved in the game as an editor and
photographer for numerous books
with Mike Adams including “The Laws
of Golf” and the “Play Better Golf”
series.  Raatz has also made appear -
ances on the Golf Channel and CNN
Golf Tips.  Bill Balash, PGA Teaching
Professional, has served as a lead
instructor for ESPN Golf Schools, as
well as serving as International
Director of Instruction for Golden
Bear Golf, Inc.  He was director of
instruction for Golf Digest’s Golf
Workshop-Hong Kong, an education
faculty member for the PGA of
America and director of instruction 
for the PGA National Resort and 
Golf Club.

The Club offers private lesson
programs that include a complete
game improvement series, on-course
instruction, short-game instruction, a
beginner series, full swing instruction,
video lessons, and personal golf 
coach lessons.  The latter consists of
unlimited private lessons, video
analysis, equipment evaluation and
club fitting, playing lessons, organized
practice sessions, and a physical
fitness program.  Full-season pricing
(with a PGA Class A member) costs
$3,000.  That curriculum costs $2,500
with a PGA apprentice.

Royce Brook’s golf schools, which
run from April into September,
provide plenty of variety and pricing
tiers.  The catalogue includes a one-day
school for $399, a three-day Signature
Golf School for $799, a Full Swing
School priced at $225, a short game
school for $225, corporate schools that
are custom-designed to the client and
various schools aimed at the young
golfer.  There’s a “College of Golf”
($3,500 per season) that is designed to
prepare students for high school

and/or college golf competitions that 
is limited to 12 students, ages 12 to 17
that have an established handicap
index not greater than 12.0.  The
program includes daily clinics on the
short game, full swing and physical
training with four hours of instruction
each day and nine holes of golf.

Each participant also receives free
golf privileges during the months of
July and August (when the schools are
conducted) after 2 p.m.  The Club
also offers several ladies programs,
including a popular “Business
Women’s Guide to Golf” for $175 that
prepares female players for golf
events in the corporate world.  Yes, it’s
a menu that befits a classic New
Jersey diner—and the net effect is to
drive home the serious and ambitious
game-improvement service this
award-laden golf facility thrives on.  ■
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By the time Royce Brook’s long season
concludes, golfers will have gathered on the
range (above) to take part in a dozen-plus
formats, promotions and learning
experiences— including free five-minute
“line lessons.”  Some lower-handicappers
(left) warm up briefly then tee off.
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Visit that site today and you’ll see
what $1.1 million (Bender’s own money,
plus backing from a few partners) 
and long months of planning and
construction can produce.  The brand-

new Mike Bender Golf Academy, 
ultra-modern inside and out, is a dream
facility for any dedicated teaching
professional to ply his trade in.

A full survey of the finished

product–including some entertaining
highlights of the labor pains–will
likely appear in these pages at some
future point.  For now, it’s worthwhile
to offer a glimpse of just one specialty
item devised and built by Bender 
for the benefit of his students.  (That
roster, by the way, includes PGA 
Tour players like Zach Johnson and
Jonathan Byrd, as well as newer
golfers who are simply trying to figure
out the basics of shotmaking.)
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For Uphill, Downhill and Sidehill Shots, 
a Practice Platform
Amid the thousand-plus details and decisions his new golf academy required, 
Mike Bender found time to craft an uneven-lie station his students now flock to.  
BY DAVID GOULD

A C A D E M Y S T R A T E G I E S

Effective golf instructors have traditionally
been inventors and tinkerers, Mike Bender
included.  This tilted-lie apparatus is one of
many gadgets Bender (pictured) has
developed over the years.

T here’s quite a tale to be told of how renowned golf

instructor Mike Bender built himself a world-class golf

academy in Lake Mary, Fla. –from scratch.  That inspiring story

begins with new ownership at Bender’s longtime host facility,

Timacuan Golf Club, and differences in philosophy that spurred

Bender to relocate across town.  Packing up his 2009 PGA

National Teacher of the Year award, he moved in 2011 to the far

end of the range at Magnolia Plantation Golf Club.  That’s where

a lofty ambition first took shape in Bender’s thoughts.
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They gravitate willingly to the
uneven-lie station Bender has
established at the east end of his wide
lesson tee.  Set up on a concrete pad,
the station is a heavy-duty, mat-
upholstered, framed-and-decked
creation.  In devising this practice
amenity, Bender had a sense his
students would be drawn to it
instinctively.  That’s because most
improvement-minded players view the
practicing they do on dead-flat surfaces
at a normal golf range as a source of
false reassurance.  Eventually that set
of conditions catches up with them–
otherwise they wouldn’t express such
leeriness about “taking my swing from
the range to the golf course.”  In the
comfort zone of their laser-level range
bay, proper impact and ball flight can
happen too easily.

“Players at our academy love the
fact that they this station helps them
practice the way they play,” says
Bender of his four-plane, custom-
crafted rig.  “At first they’re surprised
to see it, then they give it a try and the
comments have all been very
positive.”  After a while, according to
Bender and his staff instructors,
golfer comments turn to wondering
out loud “why they’ve been to so
many ranges and never seen this sort
of thing before.”

This concept is simply an
extension of the philosophy long
espoused by this teacher, about ways
of practicing effectively.  “Golfers

spend time hitting balls thinking that
it will help them get better, but in
most cases they’re just getting
exercise,” says Bender.  “We show
students how to set up practice
stations that provide feedback when
they’re doing it correctly and when
they’re not.  To make practice more
productive, we teach them drills and
games that measure their practice
with consequences that promote a
higher degree of focus.”

If you get the urge to replicate 
the Bender uneven-lie station, here
are some teaching concepts that its
inventor brings to the learning process.

• The station is for training all skill
levels.  No matter what your
handicap is you need to know the
necessary setup and swing

changes that lead to success on
fairway lies that are sidehill, up-
hill or downhill.

• There are various drills that can
be done to help the student ad-
just as they work their way
around the platform.  You can
also use the tilted lies to address
problems a golfer experiences
with his basic (level-lie) swing.
One natural example: If a player
needs to stay behind the ball on
the downswing, you can use the
uphill-lie simulation to provide
the swing feel they need.

• Not all uneven lies are created
equal.  If a golfer is dedicated to
stroke-saving practice, they will
place balls all over the station, 
not just on the uphill and ball-
above-the-feet panels.  “From
what I’ve determined,” says Ben-
der, “the downhill quadrant is
where the greatest number of
golfers will struggle.”

Bender showed a knack for
working with tools from an early age
and over his career has developed his
carpentry skills to an unusual degree.
Cutting, drilling and fastening in his
workshop, he framed out the hitting
station with sturdy angle iron then
built wood trays that his mats sit in.  “I
built the sections in my garage,
making all four sides the same,” says
Bender, “then I bolted it all together
when I got to the course.”  Thanks to
the DIY factor, soup-to-nuts cost for
Bender’s unique practice amenity
was about $1,500.  “The major cost of
the whole station is in the mats,” he
says, “which are about $300 per side.”

Ted Lockie designed the flexible-
disk range-picker unit and Jack Grout
came up with a paint jig to stripe his
practice balls, back when he was
teaching the young Jack Nicklaus.
Ingenuity has long been a staple 
of golf practice and instruction–as
this golfer-pleasing innovation at the
new Mike Bender Golf Academy
plainly proves.  ■
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Like a typical student, the instructor
gravitated to the ball-above-feet quadrant in
posing for this photo.  The ball-below-feet
and downhill-lie setups aren’t any golfer’s
first choice.

“A player who
struggles to stay
behind the ball on the
downswing canget
that feeling by hitting
from the uphill lie
station.”—Mike Bender
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Get Students to Align the Spine
A good spine set up helps students make a healthy swing
BY CONNIE DEMATTIA, PGA WITH DON JOZWIAK, PGA MAGAZINE

I work with my students on their
set up to alleviate this problem.  If you
can get a student set up to the ball

better, they immediately feel a
difference in their turn.  Students tell
me they feel a freedom in their

rotation, especially the shoulders and
hips vs.  being restricted, once we get
them to make this change.  The key is
keeping the spine straight.  Basically,
a bent spine is going to restrict you,
while a healthy, straight spine is going
to allow you to turn.  From there, you
can start working on other parts of a
student’s swing plane – but I like to
start with the basics.

H ere’s a simple fact: If you want to control the golf ball,

you have to control the golf club.  Of course, the golf

club is controlled by the body.  So if a golfer is making an

improper or poor turn, it’s going to affect their swing plane and

their impact position dramatically.

Connie DeMattia, PGA
director of instruction for
Cantigny Golf in Wheaton,
Ill., is the 2010 Illinois PGA
Teacher of the Year.
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This Instruction Classic from PGA Magazine, May 2012, is reprinted with permission.

A

The spine angle is the key thing I’m looking at when working with a
student on their set up.  The spine actually tilts in two directions: The
primary tilt is from the waist toward the ball, but there is also a
secondary tilt away from the target (A).  A lot of times I’ll see students
set up without this secondary tilt, even tilting toward the target, or with
an arched back (B).  Neither of these will allow a student to make an
efficient, free swing.  What I teach is keeping the spine straight and
slightly tilted away from the target, with the right shoulder lower than
the left (for a right-handed golfer) and the pelvis matching this angle.
This should look a bit like a tilted capital I (C). ■

B R E A K I N G  T H E  H A B I T
Getting a student into the proper set up position yields
immediate results on the lesson tee.  But this can be tricky
to transition to the course.  The problem is that students
will always want to go back to what’s comfortable and
familiar, which is their old set up.  This is where you have
to make sure they understand what to look for and how
the proper set up should feel.  I remind my students that
prior to going to the practice range or the first tee, its
important for them to work on their set up at their house
or in their backyard.  We’re creatures of habit, so impress
upon your students that this change will take repetition
before it starts to become normal.

B

C
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Despite a prime location between
Dallas and Fort Worth, the golf center
has seen its sales slip in the wake of the
Great Recession, prompting Beville
to recalibrate his retirement dream.
“The last two years, we’re probably 

30 percent off what we were four 
years ago,” the 67-year-old estimates.
“There’s the profit right there, so my
son doesn’t want to run it.  And now I’m
at an age where I just don’t want to
work at it anymore.”

After he put the golf center on 
the market, however, Beville’s phone
didn’t exactly ring off the hook.  “There
aren’t a whole lot of buyers that fit,” he
says.  “There haven’t been a ton of calls.”
Still, with the 29-acre property listed for
sale at $2 million in mid-January, Beville
was optimistic about consummating a
deal with a prospective buyer who has
proposed turning the golf center into a
soccer complex.  And despite being an
avid golfer, he was reconciled to the
redevelopment possibility.  “The guy
has a good idea,” he acknowledged.

E N T R E P R E N E U R C O N C E P T S
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When Rusty Beville bought the Golf Center of Arlington

eight years ago, he envisioned hanging out at the

greater Dallas practice range in retirement while his son, Mark,

ran the business.  But early last year, the former corporate salesman

decided to sell the facility, which has 65 grass and artificial-turf hit-

ting stations and a 36-hole putting course, among other amenities.

Golf Range for Sale–If You Really Search
The asset value of ranges and executive golf properties falls and rises.  These days
there is growing interest, though buyers and sellers don’t seem to connect very
easily.  BY MIKE CULLITY

http://ANGE.ORG


Although the specter of repurposed
golf ranges has become real amid the
nation’s extended economic malaise
and the game’s stagnant demand, 
there are prospective buyers who see
opportunity in owning and operating a
range.  In Indiana, for example, real
estate broker Scott Langdon has been
marketing the Noblesville Golf & 
Batting Center as both a recreational
facility and simultaneously as land with
redevelopment potential.

“The interest we’ve had is from 
people wanting to buy the business,”
Langdon says.  Indeed, despite the
reduction in consumers’ discretionary
spending that accompanied the eco-
nomic downturn – with recreational
activities among the first expenditures
to be cut, a reality Beville’s experience
in Arlington reflects – the outlook for
golf ranges and family fun centers
appears positive amid the nation’s
drawn-out recovery, according to a
December report from market research
firm IBISWorld Inc.  “Increasing con-
sumer sentiment and consumer dispos-
able income will generate demand, as
will increasing prices for external com-
petitors, like amusement and theme
parks,” industry analyst Radia Amari
says in the report.

Passion for golf and the upside
potential of owning an enterprise that
offers reasonably priced recreation
serve to motivate prospective range
buyers.  But for all their enthusiasm
about entering the business, potential
buyers can encounter challenges
when shopping for a range.  Although
searching “driving ranges for sale” on
Google directs one to sites that pro-
mote available commercial real estate
(LoopNet.com), land (LandAnd-
Farm.com) and businesses (Business-
Broker.net), the sites yield relatively
few ranges for sale among hundreds 
of listings.  And although the National
Golf Course Owners Association lists
a handful of real-estate brokers spe-
cializing in golf properties (see golf-
coursemarket.com), these brokers deal
primarily in golf courses, not ranges.

Someone entering range opera-
tions with an urge to upgrade their
acquired facility is likely a contributor
to golf overall, but as more acreage and
amenities get added to any property
listing, the newcomer’s prospects
dwindle.  It becomes harder for a sole
entrepreneur with the normal friends-
and-family backing to swing a deal for

anything but the standalone range
plus a snack bar.

Because most ranges are independ-
ently owned small businesses, their
availability for purchase often circu-
lates by word of mouth, which can be
an obstacle for first-time buyers.  “I’ve
gone on the Internet, but it is very 
difficult to find who’s in the market 
to sell,” says Bruce Robertson, a Con-
necticut businessman who began 
looking for ranges to buy in mid-2012.
“It seems as though when they are sold,
they are sold quietly.”

As a former investor in custom-club-
fitting company Hot Stix Golf, Robert-
son is no stranger to the golf industry
and sees opportunity in range owner-
ship.  “It’s an underserved market,” the
65-year-old says.  “We in this country
are retiring 10,000 people a day, or at
least they’re hitting the age of 65.  The
younger people are trying to come in.
And so it’s the combination of trying to
find something that can entertain peo-
ple who have time on their hands but
may not want to commit four hours,”
Robertson says.  “You can do things for
family entertainment purposes and yet
it’s not that expensive, and just as impor-
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Customers fill the bays (left) at Noblesville Golf & Batting Center, currently for sale.  The
purchase of New York Golf Park (below) took years, as buyer and seller haggled over price.

http://LoopNet.com
http://ANGE.ORG
http://LandAndFarm.com
http://LandAndFarm.com
http://BusinessBroker.net
http://BusinessBroker.net
http://golfcoursemarket.com
http://golfcoursemarket.com


tantly it’s time shared.”
With an interest geared more

toward investment than day-to-day
operations, Robertson envisions hir-
ing a team of employees to manage a
standalone range with a significant
custom-clubfitting operation in an
area where golf is played year-round,
such as Atlanta or Phoenix/Scottsdale.
But most of the available ranges he has
found during his search have had a golf
course attached, which would be more
of an undertaking than he has in mind,
he says.

Fellow first-time buyer David Fink
has had a similar experience.  “I haven’t
had a lot of success,” says the 35-year-
old Pittsburgh resident who has been
looking to buy a range off and on for the
last year or two.  “There aren’t many
ranges I’ve found that are for sale stand-
alone.  A lot of places you have to buy
the golf course with the range, which
I’m not really keen on doing, particu-
larly just starting out.”  He sees it as a
matter of scale.  “A range is more man-
ageable, less maintenance, less over-
head and something that I could run
pretty much by myself,” Fink says.

A professional handball player and
administrator who played pro golf on
Florida mini-tours for a spell in his 20s,
Fink is an ardent golfer who has har-
bored a desire to own a range for the

last five or six years.  “It’s something
that I think I’d be really passionate
about, because I love golf,” he says.
“Personally, I could be on the range all
day.  And I think that there is a market
for it, because there are people like me
who like to hit balls all day, and then
there are people who have never
played before who just like to come out
and whack balls around.  And it’s a fun
thing for families to do together.”

A story like that of Jeff Olive or
Lucas Cohen is what would-be buyers
who search property ads are hoping to
emulate.  Olive is the successful
owner of Airport Golf & Batting 
Center in the Olympia, Wash., suburb
of Tumwater.  It’s a 20-year-old opera-
tion that Olive has been in charge of
since 2011, though his first affiliation
with the business was as a volunteer
worker.  Owing to the new owner’s

energy and positive community 
relations, Airport Golf (it’s nearby 
the Olympia regional jetport) has
received generous media coverage
and impressive acceptance by the
local golfer market.  Lucas Cohen, as
reported in last September’s issue of
Golf Range, is a PGA Professional who
carefully and strategically negotiated
the purchase and improvements to a
range in Greenport, N.Y. that he oper-
ates now as New York Golf Park.

For his part, David Fink would like
to acquire a range in the Pittsburgh
area, but is open to pursuing ownership
opportunities further south, possibly 
in North Carolina, he says.  Despite his
research and inquiries, he has yet to
make an offer, but in mid-January he
was planning to look at a family enter-
tainment center for sale outside Pitts-
burgh that includes a 27-station range
and an 18-hole pitch-and-putt course.
“I’m going to have a discussion with 
the owner about the finances and the
cash flow and see if that might be an
opportunity for me,” he says.  “I guess
I’ll know when I see it and take a look at
the books.”

And having found few promising
leads on existing ranges for sale,
Robertson is evaluating a venture to
develop a new range in Connecticut’s
Fairfield County with a potential part-
ner whom he met through the course
of his search.  “We’re just taking one
step at a time,” he says.  ■
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The recent takeover of Airport Golf & Batting outside Olympia, Wash., was Jeff Olive’s
starting point for a renovation program that has brought new signage, repaired netting, new
balls and mats and a professional retailing operation in the golf shop.

“It seems that when
most ranges are sold,
they’re sold quietly.”
—Bruce Robertson

http://ANGE.ORG




P R E F E R R E D V E N D O R S
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Golf Range Association of America
Preferred Vendors
In recognition of their support and participation, The Golf Range Association of
America wishes to thank the following GRAA Preferred Vendors.

888-881-2433
www.covershotsgolf.com

Official Mobile Canopy Supplier

800-726-3354
www.coastalnetting.com
Exclusive Netting Company

800-541-1123
www.texnetusa.com

Exclusive Netting Company

888-287-2614
www.golfwebdesign.com

Official Web Designer

800-869-1800
www.wittekgolf.com

Official Range Equipment Supplier

800-237-3355
www.alliedspecialty.com

Official Insurance Supplier

800 OK CHAMP
www.champspikes.com

Official Spike and Tee Supplier

866-743-9773
www.standardgolf.com

Official Range Equipment Supplier

800-641-4653
www.easypicker.com

Official Range Equipment Supplier

EASY PICKER
®

GOLF PRODUCTS

http://ANGE.ORG
http://www.covershotsgolf.com
http://www.coastalnetting.com
http://www.texnetusa.com
http://www.golfwebdesign.com
http://www.wittekgolf.com
http://www.alliedspecialty.com
http://www.champspikes.com
http://www.standardgolf.com
http://www.easypicker.com


ENHANCE YOUR JUNIOR GOLF PROGRAM

The PGA Sports Academy is an exciting and interactive 
approach to growing junior golf

Grow your junior golf programs

Increase retention rates at your facility

Family-friendly relationships

Fight childhood obesity

Create long-term athletic

development

To learn more and become 

a participating facility, please visit 

the Player Development area on 

PGALinks.com/Registration

Winner of the 2012 Golf Digest 

Junior Development Award

http://PGALinks.com/Registration
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